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HENRIETTA BRANFORD
FIRE, BED & BONE
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 176PP £5.99 ISBN 9781406379990

A moving and heart-warming tale of a devoted dog whose loyalty and love proves that 
hope can be found in the darkest of times. Set in 1381, this story delves into a world 
ruled by an unjust feudal system where social tensions and violence rise as the Peasants’ 
Revolt rages through England. The story’s unique narrative voice presents the reader 
with an objective insight into 14th-century England while also injecting the history 
with love and humanity, bringing the past to life. This is historical fiction at its finest. 
(Age 9–11)

ANNA CAREY
THE MAKING OF MOLLIE
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2016 (PBK) 304PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847178473

The year is 1912 and Mollie Carberry lives with her family in the North Dublin suburb 
of Drumcondra. It is a time of social change and Mollie’s older sister, Peggy, and the 
family’s maid, Maggie, support the suffragette cause. Mollie and her friend Nora also 
become converted to it. When the grown-up suffrage campaign takes on a militant 
approach, Peggy and Maggie face serious consequences for their actions. The story is 
beautifully written as a series of letters between Mollie and her friend Frances.  
(Age 9–11)

EMMA CARROLL
STRANGE STAR
FABER & FABER 2016 (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571317653

This is a story within a story, set in nineteenth-century Switzerland and Britain. The 
premise is that Mary Godwin was inspired to write Frankenstein by the unusual 
adventures that befell a young girl, struck by lightning, who travelled across Europe 
against the odds to reunite with her sister and recount her tale. A gripping gothic yarn, 
this book is full of atmospheric and historical detail. The horror itself is chilling rather 
than shocking. Perfect for future fans of Mary Shelley or Wilkie Collins. (Age 9–11)

BRIAN GALLAGHER
PAWNS: IRELAND’S WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 256PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847178930

In Balbriggan, 1919, three children from diverse backgrounds are brought together by 
their love of music and sense of adventure. As the country descends into guerrilla war, 
the children face danger from many fronts. Loyalties are questioned and friendship is 
tested. Brian Gallagher’s experience in this field is evident, as he keeps focus on the 
personal stories while placing them securely in context of the wider conflicts. This makes 
for an enjoyable read, while not downplaying the real dangers. Excellent for individual 
or classroom reading. (Age 9–11)



OISÍN McGANN
RACE THE ATLANTIC WIND
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2019 (PBK) 272PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788491013

When Maggie finds out why everyone is gathering in Newfoundland, she is filled with 
excitement. Aviators from all over have come to attempt the first transatlantic flight. 
As they come to terms with the unpredictable weather conditions and learn the new 
techniques required for the long flight, Maggie will stop at almost nothing to get to see 
them fly. A fast-paced and thrilling book, perfect for anyone interested in history and 
adventure. (Age 9–11)

 
HILARY McKAY
THE SKYLARKS’ WAR
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9781509894963

Clarry feels stifled by her restricted life and limited education in early twentieth-century 
England, while her brother Peter rails against being sent to boarding school. They escape 
their emotionally distant father during their idyllic skylark summers in Cornwall with 
their grandparents and adventurous, fun-loving cousin Rupert. The First World War 
encroaches on their world when Rupert enlists, and they begin to learn of the true 
horrors of warfare. A gripping, poignant story of friendship, love and loss in wartime. 
(Age 9–11)

 
NICOLA PIERCE
KINGS OF THE BOYNE
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2016 (PBK) 336PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847176271

Following on from her historical fiction novels (Spirit of the Titanic, City of Fate, Behind 
the Walls), Nicola Pierce returns with a crunching account of the Battle of Boyne told 
from every level of the two armies, from lowly soldiers to warring kings. The multiple 
perspectives and unsentimental writing place the reader deep in the action and serve 
as a potent reminder of the madness of war and its terrible cost. Both history buffs and 
casual readers will find this novel a royal feast of storytelling. (Age 9–11)

LAUREN WOLK
BEYOND THE BRIGHT SEA
CORGI 2017 (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9780552574303

This story is set in 1925 on the Elizabeth Islands, off Cape Cod, Massachusetts. The 
islands feature prominently throughout, in terms of their remoteness and beauty. 
The heroine of the story is strong, intelligent, independent Crow who was found, as a 
newborn baby, by Osh. Crow is anxious to learn of her past and explores questions of 
identity, family, love and betrayal. These clues form a mystery that runs through the 
entire novel. This is a beautifully written and thought-provoking story.  
(Age 9–11, 12–14)



ANONYMOUS illustrated by BARROUX translated by SARAH ARDIZZONE
LINE OF FIRE: DIARY OF AN UNKNOWN SOLDIER 
(AUGUST, SEPTEMBER 1914)
PHOENIX YARD BOOKS 2014 (PBK) 96PP £10.99 ISBN 9781907912399

An extraordinary, powerful book with a simple stark narrative telling of August and 
September 1914. Although there is anxiety about the enemy, it never descends into 
jingoism; its objectivity is most impressive. This spare story is superbly complemented by 
Barroux’s illustrations: deceptively simple, bold and angular. Landscapes are impersonal 
and grim: no man’s land. The text and images invite the reader to think and to ask: 
‘How can we prevent this happening again?’ (Age 12–14)

THERESA BRESLIN
THE RASPUTIN DAGGER
CORGI 2017 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9780552565257

This novel by Carnegie Award winner Theresa Breslin is a historical love story set in St 
Petersburg in Romanov Russia – full of danger, intrigue and political machinations. 
The main characters take turns narrating each chapter: Nina Ivanovna, drawn in by the 
lure of the Russian royal family, and Stefan Kolodin, an idealistic medical student who 
blames the Romanovs for the death of his mother and the ruin of Russia. The Rasputin 
Dagger is a dramatic, gripping story for fans of historical adventures. (Age 12–14)

 
ROWENA HOUSE
THE GOOSE ROAD
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 384PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406371673

It’s 1916 and France is ravaged by war. Fourteen-year-old Angélique Lacroix is fighting 
to save her family farm, La Mordue, in the absence of the menfolk, against all the odds. 
Her intense struggle and determination will grip the imaginations and emotions of 
young readers. Following on from the success of her début, War Girls, Rowena House’s 
latest historical novel will also stimulate a fascination with the period of the First World 
War and the culture. (Age 12–14)

JULIE MAYHEW
THE ELECTRICAL VENUS
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 288PP £7.99 ISBN 9781471407048

Raised in a travelling circus in Georgian England, Mim and Alex plan to strike out on 
their own as a double act. But Dr Fox and his ‘magickal electrickery’ derails their plan: 
Mim becomes his Electrical Venus, with men queuing to feel the shock of love in her 
kiss. Can Mim and Alex recognise true love when they find it? This unique story is told 
from two perspectives and enlivened by contemporary playbills and posters that bring 
the eighteenth century vividly to life in all its colour and harshness. (Age 12–14)



MICHAEL MORPURGO illustrated by BARROUX
IN THE MOUTH OF THE WOLF
EGMONT 2018 (HBK) 160PP £12.99 ISBN 9781405285261

An incredibly moving story based on the life of Francis Cammaerts, a secret agent 
who worked with the French resistance in World War II and is the author’s uncle. This 
vivid narrative is told in the voice of Francis as he lies in bed on his ninetieth birthday, 
thinking back on his life and his experience of the war. Barroux’s distinctive and 
evocative illustrations bring the characters to life in a story that shows all the hope and 
the horror of a world at war. (Age 12–14)

 

KATE SAUNDERS
FIVE CHILDREN ON THE WESTERN FRONT
FABER & FABER 2014 (PBK) 336PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571342327

Edith Nesbit’s five children and It are reunited in time to face the First World War. 
Writing skilfully and with believable and well-defined characters, Saunders pastiches 
Nesbit’s style and setting without ever becoming parodic. The children are engaging 
and relatable, the Psammead delightfully heartless and their adventures exciting and 
moving. Funny and poignant, the book shields neither characters nor readers from the 
costs of war. Familiarity with Nesbit’s original is unnecessary but rewarding. Highly 
recommended. (Age 9–11)

ELIZABETH WEIN
FIREBIRD
BARRINGTON STOKE 2018 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781128312

In this fast-paced adventure we discover how Nastia, the heroine and narrator, became a 
Soviet pilot during World War II. As the tension builds, we follow Nastia as she ends up 
behind enemy lines. ‘Nastia is not the name of a traitor,’ she says. ‘Judge for yourselves.’ 
Reluctant readers will be pulled into Wein’s expertly drawn story, absorbing important 
elements of political history along the way. Vibrant characterisation and a gripping plot, 
with a very bold heroine, mean that Firebird will have broad appeal. (Age 12–14)

SHEENA WILKINSON
STAR BY STAR
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 196PP €9.00 ISBN 9781910411537

Teenager Stella Graham is a diehard feminist who is excellent at fixing other people’s 
lives. The thirteen-year-old, who is orphaned in 1918, comes to live with a maiden aunt 
in Cuanbeg. Soon she is saving the lives of the boarding house’s occupants – often 
humorously – including the mysterious wounded soldier Sandy, and Rose, a suffragette 
pal of Stella’s mum. Wilkinson creates a rounded character by hinting that underneath 
Stella’s feistiness is grief over her beloved mother’s death. An intelligent, informative, 
lively read. (Age 12–14)



GERARD WHELAN
THE GUNS OF EASTER
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 1996 (PBK) 176PP €8.99 ISBN 9780862784492

Set in Dublin in 1916, this is the tale of a twelve-year-old boy called Jimmy Conway. He 
hunts through the city in search of food for his family, but danger lurks around every 
corner. A well-researched book with plenty of historical detail, The Guns of Easter depicts 
the destruction and chaos of Dublin during the Easter Rising. A striking first novel 
endowed with a strong sense of the conflicting passions of the time. (Age 9–11)

LUCY WORSLEY
LADY MARY
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 384PP £6.99 ISBN 9781408869444

Lady Mary tells the story of how Mary Tudor’s life is forever changed when her father, 
King Henry VIII, remarries. Mary is exiled from court and separated from her mother 
and friends. This is a story about remaining strong in dark times and finding hope in 
dangerous situations. Readers can sympathise with Mary’s grief and will be intrigued 
by the many betrayals and dangerous plots. Lady Mary is a wonderful novel for young 
readers with an interest in history and who enjoy reading historical fiction. (Age 12–14)

FRANCES HARDINGE
THE LIE TREE
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2015 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781447264101

Set in Victorian England, The Lie Tree is the story of Faith and her family, who move to 
the island of Vale after her father’s once widely lauded work comes under scrutiny. Faith, 
the resourceful protagonist of The Lie Tree, is a teenage girl with a brilliant mind and a 
passion for natural science. But she is told by her society, and her own father, that a girl 
‘cannot be brave, or clever, or skilled as a boy can’. This book, with its quietly rebellious 
and strong lead and its examination of women’s place in society, is a tense, dark and 
engaging read by a skilled storyteller. (Age 12–14, YA)

LAURENCE ANHOLT 
THE HYPNOTIST
CORGI 2016 (PBK) 352PP £7.99 ISBN 9780552573450

Pip travels from an orphanage to the Deep South, where he works for an elderly couple. 
Alone and full of wonder about where his place in the world might be, Pip discovers 
more about himself than he could have ever imagined with the help of his neighbour 
Jack, the hypnotist. Set in the early sixties, the reader experiences racism at the time in 
America. Although it has dark moments, the promise of a happy ending will keep the 
reader’s interest until the end. (YA)



LIZ HYDER 
BEARMOUTH
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2019 (HBK) 320PP £12.99 ISBN 9781782692423

Newt’s been working down Bearmouth Mine all his life, unquestioning, rigidly 
disciplined. Change is dangerous, and change is what’s coming ... Written in Newt’s 
pidgin dialect (which takes a little while to settle in to), Bearmouth represents the arrival 
of a genuinely fresh new voice in YA fiction – a memorable, atmospheric story, lyrically 
told. This dystopian thriller, exploring themes of social injustice and the cruel realities of 
Victorian life for all but the very few, will be read and re-read for many years to come. 
(YA)

 

SALLY NICHOLLS
THINGS A BRIGHT GIRL CAN DO
ANDERSEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 432PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783446735

Three young women’s lives are changed by their activism in the women’s suffrage 
movement. Evelyn’s wealthy family is shocked by her cause, as she dreams of going to 
Oxford. The ongoing war causes problems for Quaker May and her widowed mother – 
she struggles with the chasm between her ideals and reality. Nell, a factory worker, 
chafes at the restrictions placed on girls and defiantly wears boys’ clothes. Nicholls 
explores difficult questions about poverty, empowerment, sexuality, pacifism and war 
with wise sensitivity. An excellent read. (YA)

MAL PEET
LIFE: AN EXPLODED DIAGRAM
WALKER BOOKS 2011 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781844281008

An elegant and smart novel which depicts the life and love of young Clem and Frankie 
before, during and after the Cuban Missile Crisis. Peet seamlessly parallels politics and 
war to the contemporary lives of the characters in a sympathetic manner and readers, 
even those uninterested in history, will be stunned and mesmerised by its intelligence, 
insight and poignancy. A truly original and haunting novel. (YA)

RUTA SEPETYS
BETWEEN SHADES OF GRAY
PENGUIN BOOKS 2011 (PBK) 352PP 7.99 ISBN 9780141335889

A significant book – for literary and for actual content. It tells the story of a family’s 
forced ‘evacuation’ at the hands of the Soviet Army from their home in Lithuania to 
Siberia in 1941. Told through the eyes of fifteen-year-old Lina, it is written in a very 
direct style using short chapters. The story is a harrowing one and pulls no punches but 
is a story that needs to be told (and read). (YA)
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